
Paper2C 

1. (a) (i) More useful features (functions) are supported (improved), e.g. built-in canvas./
More bugs are fixed. / 
Some new standards can be followed. 

X It is easier to use. 
X Plug-in may not be required. 

(ii) Old browsers do not support it ( compatibility). 

X Training is required. 

(b) (i) The compression ratio is larger. (smaller file size)/
No extra plugin is required. (support) 

X Suitable for iOS or Android platform, streaming, better quality, more stable, cross-platform 

(ii) More system resources are needed when editing MP4 files.

(iii) avi, ogg/ogv (Theora), WebM (VP8, VP9), flv (VP6), asf, mov/qt/qtff (QuickTime)

X mpg, H.264, Flash, swf, mpeg-1

( c) (i) The font type is not installed in their computers.

(ii) Write a CSS to access the special font online.
Use graphics to represent the text.
Notify users to download the special font.

(d) (i) 20 x 30 x 1920 x 1080 x 10 / 8 bytes
= 1483 MB (or 1480 to 1555 MB) 

<D the expression showing the correct concept 
<D within range 

( ii) Frame rate
Frame size 
Colour depth 
Aspect ratio 

+ not smooth
+ not clear
+ less colourful
+ stretched/ cut off

X slow or poor 
X smaller 
X poor 

(iii) Use streaming technology./ Increase the bandwidth.

X Split the video file into small files for download.
X Download a zipped video file.
X Change the video setting. / Reduce the resolution. / Increase the compression ratio.
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Marks 

2. (a) (i) There is much hotel information and the storage size is very large. It had better not to download 1 
all to the client side. / Obtain the most updated information. 
Only necessary information is downloaded from the server side/database. 1 

(ii) It is sufficient to generate '14/5/2016' in the client side and it is not necessary to send it back to 1 
the server for computation.

(iii) calendar / pull-down menu 1 

X text columns

(b) (i) It helps users verify their input data. 

(ii) Non-positive integers are not allowed in the 'Length of stay'.
Others:
Check-in>= Today
Check-out> Check-in
Presence check: Destination, Adult, Children (Check-in, Length of stay, Check-out X)
Type check (whole number, non-negative number): Length of stay,. Adult, Children
Format check (Date, Month, Year): Check-in, Check-out

( c) (i) Select a few requirements such as bed size and room size.

(ii) Reduce the number of hotels by a price/star range.

(iii) Select either smoking or non-smoking (one item only).

(iv) Sort the number of stars and then the price.

(d) (i) Zoom in/out,
navigation, 
3D map, aerial map, street view 
Show cU1Tent user position, 
route plan, 
Show nearby transport/buildings 
Print map 

(ii) Use external map service (e.g. Google map)
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3. (a)

(b) 

The text is too long. / The font is too small. (Display) 

The layout changes in smaller screens. / Aspect ratios of screens are different. / 
Remove frameset. (Layout) 

The resolution of images is unnecessary high and hence the downloading time is long. / 
Compress image/audio, decrease bit rate, remove unnecessary multimedia ( e.g. background 
music) (Attribute of multimedia) 

The file size should be small for mobile network. (File size) 

The hyperlinks embedded in the text are too small for using a touch screen to click. / 
The menu is too complicated for a small screen. (Navigation) 

Some multimedia elements (e.g. Flash) may not be viewable in some mobile devices. (Plug-in) 

X Terms without description (font size, image size, layout) 
X Create the text version 
X It suits all smartphone OS / Compatibility / Cross-platform 
X It should work in mobile phone/wireless network/ Network transmission speed 
X Reduce cost / Content of website 
X Server loading should be sufficient to handle a lot of users 
X File size of website/ Text coding system / browser version 
X User can adjust text size 

row span, alignment, padding, 
border width/border, background colour 
rowspan, border, bordercolor, cellpadding, bgcolor, rowspan and align. (Accept attribute names) 

X merge cell, colspan, table width, width, height, column header(<th>) 

(c) (i) AcQ
Matching CD 
with options (e.g. Drag-n-drop, Draw line, Menu/List, MC (a limited number of options)) 
X Fill-in-the-blank 

Navigation with relevant content & description CD 
User can navigate between acronym/fu11 names (e.g. scrollbar & next button) 

Score/feedback with relevant content (result) CD 
( e.g. score, message & removal of correct items) 

Mar
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00� 3 
Game for two players with relevant content CD 
e.g. split the screen into two, show information (e.g. score/progress/question) of the other player

Description of strategy with relevant content ( e.g. take turn) <D 
Describe how two players to interact/play with each other 

Win/loss with relevant content <D 
How to decide a win/loss 
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(d) It detects the locations of users and then displays an appropriate, default language for users to
choose. / Find the other player nearby. / Find the distribution of users for marketing.

X Collect user locations / city/ country to allocate the network bandwidth evenly.
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4. (a)

(b) 

It achieves better image compression. (smaller file size) 
It supports greater colour depth (up to 64-bit). 
It supports interlacing. 
It is a lossless image compression format. 
It is non-patented. 
It supports transparency/ a transparent background. 
It supports animation. 

Animated GIF, HTML5, Flash, JavaScript, <BLINK> 

(c) (i) (44.1 x 1000 x 16 X2 X60) +8 +1024 +1024 ;:.10.1 MB (acceptable range: 10.0-10.6)

(j) 

(ii) Sampling rate: 22 kHz (� 8 kHz)
Sample size: 8 bits (� 4 bits) 
Number of channels: 1 (::::: 1) 

Note: The figures should be reasonable. 
3 values are changed and the file size is reduced @ 
1 or 2 values are decreased and the rest is left blank (D 

(d) (i) The hyperlink is wrong. (wrong path)

(e) 

The image file does not exist. (no upload) 
The file format of the image is not supported by the browser. 

(ii) The browsers used are different and they interpret CSS codes differently.

(D different browsers

(iii) The character set of the web page/ keywords of the web page for search engines/
description of the web page/ title/ author/ copyright/ creation date/
character encoding / refresh web page / re-direction

(D ALL 4 scripts are needed ( onClick; when ... clicked; if ... clicked)
(D manipulating N, i.e. N�N+ 1, N�N-1, assignment of variable is shown
<D toggle images / swap images / hide and show / change object/ replace

* Marking criteria
@ Illustrate a comprehensive and logical answer
(D Illustrate a relevant answer
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